Abstract Validation experiments of the two-dimensional inverse algorithm proposed by Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017) are performed in a pulsed Poiseuille flow exposing shear reversal phases. The method is applied to the threesegment electrodiffusion (ED) probe for which a specific nondimensionalization process is suggested, allowing to better link measurements from a real ED probe to the modeled one in the inverse problem. This approach provided a twocomponent wall shear rate in good agreement with the one obtained from laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) measurements, thus validating the ability of ED probes to deal with high-amplitude unsteady flows. The classic linear velocity approximation (u = sy) in the probe vicinity is also investigated in such a flow.
Introduction
Measurement of wall shear stress in unsteady flows remains a challenge despite the many techniques developed in the last century (Naughton and Sheplak 2002) . When both its magnitude and direction are sought, when space and time resolutions are an issue, the number of reliable methods falls dramatically. Hot-film and electrodiffusion (ED) probes both allowed many authors to perform near-such measurements in turbulent flows (Mitchell and Hanratty 1966 Sirkar and Hanratty 1970; He et al 2011; Deslouis et al 2004) , but none truly handled all the above concerns simultaneously. On the one hand, heat conduction to the wall considerably affects the hot-film unsteady response while, on the other hand, both hot-film and ED probes are not known to accurately assess the wall shear stress direction in unsteady flows, especially when dealing with large amplitude fluctuations.
Some methods introduced in recent years have the potential to overcome these difficulties in determining the magnitude and direction of instantaneous wall friction, in particular the ones developed by Große et al (2006) and by Liu et al (2014) . The former captures the deflection of elastomeric micro-cylinders embedded in a wall using high-speed cameras, while the latter evaluates the mass transfer caused by the sublimation of a paint overlaid on a surface. Although both of these methods are promising, their implementation may be rather complex and their scope is currently limited.
Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017) recently proposed a post-treatment method to deal with the so-called capacitive effects on each individual segment's signal of a threesegment ED probe, allowing one to obtain the proper instantaneous two-component wall shear rate in unsteady flows. The approach is based on an adaptation of the inverse method (Mao and Hanratty 1991; Rehimi et al 2006) to the twodimensional wall shear rate. While the method was numerically validated by Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017) , the main purpose of the present article is to demonstrate its ability to deal with a real three-segment probe signal and procure accurate measurements under periodic high-amplitude fluctuations of the wall shear rate, even in the case of shear reversal. In the following sections, the basis of the ED method and inverse algorithm will first be recalled. Then, the experimental apparatus and instrumentation will be introduced in Sect. 2, followed with an investigation of the flow inside the test section and a description of the proposed nondimension- alization procedure. Section 3 presents the inverse method results for different experimental cases along with complementary wall shear rate measurements performed with laser Doppler anemometry (LDA). The linear velocity approximation, which is a fundamental principle in the ED technique, is also examined in cases involving flow reversal.
Principles of the ED method and main post-treatments
The ED method relies on the mass-transfer between a redox couple (O-R) contained in the solution and electrodes flush-mounted to a wall ( Fig. 1) . When a sufficiently large voltage is imposed between the anode and the cathode, the reacting species at the probe surface is completely depleted (c y=0 = 0), resulting in local strong concentration gradients. Under such conditions, the electrochemical reaction rate is at its maximum and the so-called limiting current I flows through the electrodes and solution (Selman and Tobias 1978) . As the Schmidt number Sc = ν/D is very large in most ED cells (Sc ∼ 1000), where ν is the kinematic viscosity and D the diffusion coefficient, one can expect the hydrodynamic boundary layer to be very thin when compared to the diffusion layer so as to assume a linear velocity profile u = sy in the probe vicinity, with s the wall shear rate magnitude. When convection effects are dominant in a steady flow, the Lévêque or quasi-steady solution states that s is proportional to the cube of the current (Reiss and Hanratty 1963) , namely
and where n, F, A, C 0 , l respectively refer to the number of electrons involved in the reaction, the Faraday constant, the sensor area, the concentration in the bulk solution and the probe size, although constant k q is also accessible through an appropriate calibration. When the flow is unsteady, the most common and accessible post-treatment, commonly known as the Sobolík method , takes advantage of the signal time derivative to deal with the capacitive effects in the diffusion layer. The instantaneous wall shear rate then follows
with χ = 0.80755
or, using the information from the Cottrell asymptote calibration (Sobolík et al 1998) , can be written as χ = (k cot /k q ) 2 .
Statement of the problem
Sobolík method offers a straightforward correction and is fairly accurate even when unsteadiness is dominant, but fails in the presence of shear reversal. Moreover, when one also seeks the 360
• shear direction using, for instance, threesegment probes (cf. Fig. 1b) , only the quasi-steady approach proposed by Wein and Sobolík (1987) is available, valid for low-frequency processes. The two-component inverse algorithm (Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel 2017) was developed especially to deal with high-amplitude unsteady flows where, from a single three-segment probe signal, both instantaneous wall shear rate magnitude s and direction α can be assessed. The aim of the present paper is to experimentally validate the inverse algorithm and further explore its limitations when treating real signals. Tests are performed in a high-shear rectangular channel, where the flow is controlled so as to generate periodic fluctuations on both s and α over a broad frequency range. The small channel size (height ∼ 3 mm) allows one to produce a flow featuring a large time-averaged wall shear stress while preserving a laminar flow, which was essential to procure accurate reference values (cf. Sect. 2.2) for calibration and validation purposes.
Inverse algorithm
Under normal ED conditions 1 , mass transfer measured by an ED probe is essentially controlled by diffusion effects, which are manifested by concentration gradients in the probe vicinity (cf. Fig. 1 ). The overall process is then governed by the convection-diffusion (CD) equation:
where u = sy (sin αi + cos αk) and α is the wall shear rate direction; in its dimensionless form, one obtains
using the following dimensionless variables
where d is the (equivalent) diameter of a circular (threesegment) probe, f is a characteristic frequency and Sr, Pe are the Strouhal and Péclet numbers, respectively. (∼) indicates a time-averaged quantity over one period. The inverse problem consists in iteratively solving the direct problem, i.e. the CD equation (4) at given Pe and Sr, by adjusting the input parameters S and α until the numerical results converge to the measurements, here represented by the Sherwood number of segment m ∈ {0, 1, 2}
or by the modified mass transfer coefficient
while its numerical counterpart is evaluated using
with A m the area of the discretized segment m while A stands for the total area. Sensitivity equations associated to (4), 1 i.e. when a background electrolyte is added in excess in the solution so as to counter migration of the O-R ions.
Measures of I(t)
Solve sensitivity eq. namely equations for ∂C/∂S and ∂C/∂α, are simultaneously solved in the algorithm to evaluate the appropriate corrections [dS , dα] at each time step. Figure 2 summarizes the proposed procedure. Note that for the remainder of the paper, the notation M = Sh * exp and Sh * = Sh * num will be used for convenience unless otherwise specified. The reader is referred to the work of Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017) and Rehimi et al (2006) for more details.
Methodology

Setup and instrumentation
The small-scale water tunnel (Fig. 3) of the fluid dynamic laboratory of Polytechnique Montréal (L A DYF) was used for the mass transfer measurements. Fluid is first pumped to an elevated tank subdivided into sections so as to ensure a constant fluid head and isolate the main flow from the pump perturbations. The test section is part of a 2 m long rectangular channel of cross section 127 × 3.1 mm with an aspect ratio ∼ 40. Velocity fluctuations in the test section are reduced thanks to a large settling chamber including a set of four screens with decreasing mesh size and one honeycomb. This is followed by a smooth two-dimensional contraction (fifth order polynomial curved walls with an area contraction ratio ∼ 32). Overflow tubes in both the elevated and exit tanks ensure a constant fluid head, while the flow rate can be carefully adjusted using a low pressure drop electronic globe valve. A circulating bath coupled to a heat exchanger provides temperature control in the whole setup. Fully developed near two-dimensional Poiseuille flow is achieved at the electrodiffusion probes' location, positioned near the Fig. 3 a Experimental apparatus. The photograph exposes the top of the test section with two ED probes. b Velocity profile u exp (y) at a position z = W/6, where the transverse coordinate |z| < W/2 and W = 127 mm is the inside width of the channel. Also shown is the Poiseuille profile resulting from a least-squares fit between (18) and measurements u exp . ⊗ marks refer to the closest wall positions and were not used in the regression due to the greater measurement error. c Transverse velocity profile u cl (z) (at y = 0) and channel height measurements at the three probe's locations (see top of a).
exit of the channel. Flow is maintained laminar for Reynolds numbers Re = 4hu cl /3ν up to ∼ 3500, with h, u cl the channel height and the centerline axial velocity (y = 0), respectively. A piston pump driven by a stepper motor controls the unsteady motion of the flow; in particular, periodic highamplitude fluctuations can be generated up to a frequency of ∼ 20 Hz. Shear reversal in the test section was achievable for f 8 Hz.
The provided three-segment probe was assembled according to the method of Sobolík et al (1991) . The working segments made of platinum are glued into an epoxy resin and mounted on a stainless steel rod, which also serves as the anode. The diameter of an equivalent circular probe having the same effective area as the three segments is close to 0.52 mm and was established using an optical microscope (see top of Fig. 3a) ; this value is ∼ 10 times smaller than the diameter of the stainless steel rod. Probes were first polished with fine emery paper, then using alumina slurries of decreasing particle size down to 0.05 µm. Routine polishing was executed using the finest slurry and, more frequently, by simply rubbing the probe surface with a soft cloth. Circular electrodes of three different diameters were also used for some experiments; all cathodes are mounted on the same type of rods ( Fig. 3a) and so the probes' location could be easily varied between each other. Sensors are positioned in the second half of the channel, referred to as the test section. This segment is characterized by a removable lid allowing control on the probes mounting, in particular to ensure that they are well flush-mounted. Considering the small channel size (h ∼ 3 mm), great care is crucial when positioning the probes as a vertical displacement of ∼ 0.1 mm could lead to substantial errors on the probe signal. The redox couple ferricyanide-ferrocyanide was used as depolarizer using a bulk concentration C 0 = 0.025 M (equimolar) in water. Reduction of ferricyanide at the working electrode (cathode) was considered, as per reaction
This was achieved under a potential of −0.6 V, corresponding to a central position in the limiting current plateau. 0.15 M of K 2 SO 4 was added to counter migration effects; such concentrations of the species, providing an overall fluid density ρ = 1.03 g/cm 3 , was also chosen to match the LDA seeding particles density and hence produce a uniform particles distribution. Dynamic viscosity measured at 22.0 , which is very close to common tabulated values (Hanratty and Campbell 1996; Bard and Faulkner 2001) . Mass transfer signals are amplified through a current follower and then recorded using a 24 bits low-noise ADC; sampling rate was varied from 100 Hz to 500 Hz depending on cases. Typical raw three-segment probe signals are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The water tunnel was made especially for ED studies. Hence, all elements in contact with the fluid are made of chemical resistant plastic material such as PVC or PMMA. A laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) apparatus mounted on a 3D traverse was used for flow characterization, probe calibration and to provide a reference value for the unsteady wall shear rate (see Sect. 2.2). The channel and test section are thus exclusively made of PMMA for LDA access from the side walls. As cast PMMA flatness on such long section is poor, upper and lower walls were first flatten and polished to a transparent finish, ensuring a surface roughness close to cast PMMA (R a = 0.011 mm). Note that the same properties hold for the test section as the whole process was conducted with the lid fastened to ensure a smooth transition. Although a finite gap is unavoidable at the test section inception because of the lid, LDA measurements in this region showed no significant flow perturbations.
All signals were synchronized by triggering the mass transfer probes recording using the LDA apparatus.
Wall shear rate reference value
Wall shear rate in steady two-dimensional laminar Poiseuille flow is expressed by
In regions where the flow is fully developed, s is thus available with a single LDA measure instead of, for instance, evaluating the velocity gradient very close to the wall. This latter method is here very imprecise considering the thickness of the LDA measurement volume (∼ 0.1 mm) compare to h, where strong velocity gradients are expected inside the volume itself; LDA errors in close wall regions are thus amplified (as observed in Fig. 3b ). The accessible distance from the wall is also limited by laser reflections. Since the velocity profiles u(y) measured in the test section perfectly matches the theoretical Poiseuille equation (Fig. 3b) , the former method for evaluating s was assumed to be accurate. Quadratic regression on such a velocity profile was used to precisely position the laser on the channel centerline. Considering that errors associated with LDA velocity measurements at the centerline are small (low RMS and velocity gradients), the accuracy on s is thus limited by the precision on h, evaluated to ∼ 5% or less. As per (9), this error proportionally affects s. Despite the carefulness in the fabrication process, upper and lower walls of the channel appear to be slightly curved in the transverse z direction, likely to be caused by the polishing procedure. This results in a slight variation of the channel height h between the side walls (located at z = ±W/2) and the center (z = 0), with h being larger near the side walls; this variation is estimated to be lower than 0.1 mm (see Fig. 3c ). While counter-intuitive at first, the augmentation of h goes with an acceleration of the centerline velocity u cl (z) as shown in Fig 3c, which effect has been confirmed by numerical simulations using a similar curved wall channel. Moreover, simulations confirm that the mean flow can be considered to be locally two-dimensional, namely that (9) holds using the local height h(z).
Fluctuating wall shear rate: the analytical solution of the oscillating Poiseuille flow with null mean flow (over one period, u = 0) is derivable (Schlichting and Gersten 2000) ; in particular, for the developed flow between two parallel plates, the x momentum equation is reduced to
where a pressure gradient of the form
is imposed, with K n a constant associated to a periodic solicitation of frequency f n and ω n = 2π f n . The pressure gradient is then defined as a combination of N harmonic oscillations of amplitude K n . Using complex notation and supposing that the velocity profile u n (y, t), associated with frequency f n , is of the form u n (y, t) = g(y)e iω n t , (10) for velocity u n becomes
Solving for g, the contribution u n (y, t) is obtained:
By virtue of the superposition principle ( (10) is linear), one can obtain the complete unsteady velocity profile by summing the contributions:
From (13) and (14), the fluctuating wall shear rate is then given by
Equations (13) and (15) hence suggest that s(t) can be assessed from the time trace of the velocity u(y, t) at a single y location over one period, considering that K n are known constant values. In particular, a centerline velocity measurement is appealing, where (13) becomes
The flow being periodic, measures of u cl (t) = u(0, t) can be decomposed in Fourier series. Using (16) along with the Fourier coefficients so-obtained, the K n constants can be determined and then used in (15) for s(t) evaluation. Although this has been developed considering a two-dimensional flow, the 3D effects caused by the walls curvature described earlier only has little effect on u considering the small variation of h(z) and the cosh value in (16). This has also been verified numerically and experimentally, where the unsteady u cl (t) is rather constant in the transverse direction away from the side walls. When a non-zero time-averaged pressure gradient is added to (11), one could expect the velocity profile to be the sum of an unsteady part u (y, t) as per (14) and the steady Poiseuille profile, namely
with (14) is represented by solid lines and is plotted at different instants in the period. Circular marks correspond to phase-averaged LDA instantaneous measurements at those same instants; measures were subtracted with the time-averaged value u(y) at the corresponding height y. b Corresponding dimensionless wall shear rate S plotted over one period of oscillation, calculated with (15) and normalized with its time-averaged value. Note that a similar concordance between (14) and LDA measurements is also observed for cases exposing shear reversal.
Equation (17) has been verified experimentally with LDA measurements of unsteady velocity profiles at different pulsation frequencies. Measures were phase-averaged to reduce random noise in the signals. As LDA sampling is irregular and essentially a function of the fluid velocity, more periods were required for positions closer to the walls, where 1. fluid velocity is lower, reducing the sampling rate and 2. velocity gradients are stronger, enhancing the measurement error and intensity of random noise.
Between 100 and 1000 periods were used depending on the signal quality and frequency for a proper convergence of averages. Strong concordance is observed between measurements and the analytical model given by (14) 2 for positions near the channel centerline (y = 0), while more disparities are observed closer to the wall (see Fig. 5a ). This is to be expected since the centerline position is used as reference in the Fourier decomposition. Nevertheless, an offset as low as 0.02 mm on the y positions close to the wall in (13) and (18) would produce a perfect fit with the analytic model. While such error could be attributed to the traverse mechanism, the exact cause for theses discrepancies remains unknown. Considering the overall measurement errors, we shall consider that (17) adequately represents the experimental flow.
With (17) validated, one could further expect that the unsteady wall shear rate be the combined effect of the timeaveraged s of (9) superposed with an unsteady s from (15), namely
2 (14) instead of (17) is compared to better visualize the differences with the measurements. A similar concordance is also noted for the complete profile (17).
with λ n = √ iω n /ν. Once again, this extension is based on a two-dimensional flow and experimental validation would corroborate its usage considering the curvature and side wall effects. Yet, a precise direct measurement of the instantaneous wall shear rate is hardly achievable, especially due to the channel size. (19) was then not validated experimentally, but numerical simulations for the oscillating laminar channel flow were again performed. Results exposed a strong concordance with the analytical model (19), where s(t) was compared at different transverse positions using the local height h(z) in both (9) and (15). Actually, as earlier exposed for the centerline fluctuating velocity u cl (t), s (t) is almost invariant in the transverse direction owing to such minor variations of h(z). This cannot be concluded for s whose value slightly increases toward the side walls (∼ 1 % between, for example, positions z = W/3 and z = 0); such variations in the transverse direction is less than that of h itself considering u also increases with h (see (9) and Fig. 3c ).
In spite of the preceding discussions, (19) will thus be considered as the true wall shear rate; an error of ∼ 5 % is estimated on the mean wall shear rate s, arising especially from the value of h. A typical S (τ) evolution is plotted in Fig. 5b. 
Nondimensionalization of the current I
Recalling (6), a simple or direct nondimensionalization method uses experimental data alone, namely
which can essentially be written as Sh exp = KI with K a constant. However, this procedure is likely to lead to erro-neous results or, at the very least, cause offsets on S and α during the inverse process because of the unavoidable errors in (20) parameters. First, d and A values are often deduced by optical means to obtain the so-called geometric area A geo and its equivalent diameter for a perfectly circular probe, which does not account for potential inactive parts of the probes caused by probe poisoning (Selman and Tobias 1978) or adsorbed species on its surface. Such effects are hardly quantifiable and tend to modify the effective area so-obtained. Moreover, it is of general opinion (Arvia et al 1967; Hanratty and Campbell 1996) that the diffusion coefficient should not vary with the concentration of the constitutive species in the solution. Yet, we noted that the measured value for the ferricyanide diffusivity can vary up to 20 % among authors, even when adjusting the temperature and viscosity effects using the Einstein-Stokes extension D ∝ T/µ. Methods like the rotating disk electrode or chronoamperometry (Cottrell asymptote) are common and accessible methods for measuring D, giving access to the effective diffusivity considering migration effects (sometimes non-negligible) and other phenomena that could occur within the diffusion layer (Selman and Tobias 1978) . While this could partly explain those discrepancies, diffusivity measurement is actually quite fastidious, mainly because the sensor area A is met in most methods and adsorption effects are especially important in those experiments; errors on A are thus reflected on D. Furthermore, ferrocyanide and, to a lesser extent, ferricyanide are known to deteriorate when exposed to light (Selman and Tobias 1978; Berger and Ziai 1983) . Some authors detected a degradation of the ferricyanide concentration C 0 as much as 10 % following the first 2-3 days of the solution preparation, even when the solution was kept in a darkened room (Szánto et al 2008) ; later on, the degradation is much slower and the concentration tends to stabilize. On the present authors' experience, however, no such significant variations were observed when comparing for example values of the calibration coefficient k q (see (1)) days even weeks following the preparation. Variations were observed indeed, but without an actual trend, suggesting that those were more likely caused by surface alteration of the probe from routine polishing processes or probe displacement during manipulations. This reinforces the hypothesis that deterioration of C 0 would mainly happen short after the solution preparation. On top of the uncertainties discussed above, one should also consider the numerical modeling in (20). In fact, considering the existence of 1. electrical noises (DC and/or AC, potentially altering the measured current with offsets, gains and random noise); 2. parasite currents or side reactions caused by impurities in the solution; 3. phenomena restricting the reaction (i.e. limiting current condition not achieved (C probe 0), probe poisoning, lost of active area), Fig. 6 Ratio between numerical Sherwood number Sh and experimental current I at various Pe, normalized with the average value of the curve Sh/I . Each mark corresponds to a different flow condition (s) while curves and symbols refer to distinct probes. I measurements were made using six circular (C) and two three-segment (TS) ED probes; Pe is calculated with LDA measurements using s from (9) and with the corresponding diameter of the sensor (approximated values in the legend are in millimeters). Sh is obtained by solving the stationary direct problem at the corresponding Pe.
one could suspect that the CD equation alone cannot take into account such complex effects. Even in a steady process, the ratio Sh/I, evaluated using the current from real probes and the Sherwood number obtained in the corresponding steady direct problem (same Pe, S = 1), can sometimes vary by ∼ 1 − 2 % per Pe decade as observed in Fig. 6 , leading to errors on s up to 6 % as per (1). Such an error on s will alter the conversion I → M using (6) and, accordingly, the resulting S and α after the inverse process. The form Sh exp = KI suggested by (20) is thus questionable, especially if unsteady evolutions characterized by a more sophisticated dynamic are also considered. An additional calibration is then proposed to cover the gap between measures and the numerical model, based on the form of (20):
where the purpose of constants a and b is to adjust the measured current to match the numerical model and G is a function to correct for the Sh * variation with Pe owing to axial diffusion effects, defined as
with the c and 'std' subscripts referring to the calibration conditions and steady state values, respectively. The concept of this calibration is to match the measured current I(t) from a quasi-steady process (for example, periodic oscillation of s(t) at low-frequency and amplitude) with the equivalent Sh * (τ) from the direct problem resolution at the corresponding conditions (same S (τ), Pe, Sr); constants a and b are then calculated by executing a least-squares regression between Sh * (τ) and the function F = aI + b to obtain the best fit between experimental data and the numerical model. The overall process is synthesized in Fig. 7 .
Such a procedure is even more interesting considering the usage of a three-segment probe, where different coefficients can be determined for each segment. Hence, three (a, b) couples are to be found, which will provide corrections for the geometrical discordances between each segment along with those between the real probe and the discretized one.
The two-component wall shear rate obtained with the inverse method when using the proposed numerical calibration are plotted in Fig. 8b for a low-frequency, moderateamplitude S variation. One can notice that results so-obtained are flawless for S , while only a minor variation (∼ ±0.5
• ) characterizes the α(τ) evolution, oscillating around the mean quasi-steady flow direction α q retrieved from a directional calibration (which is here considered as the true direction considering the absence of shear reversal). Convergence of the inverse algorithm on the imposed fluctuations is fast and efficient, as a proper convergence for S inv is already noted after the very first time step (Fig. 8b) . More time steps are although required at higher Sr (see Sect. 3). Without the use of the numerical calibration in the inverse process (i.e. when using (20) instead), a proper convergence of all three Sh * m on the measured M m is likely to fail. Acceptable results can be expected, though being distorted and shifted as observed in Fig. 8a . Note that a similar steady numerical calibration is also possible, using for instance data from Fig. 6 . Least-squares could then be performed between Sh(Pe) and I(Pe). This would, however, not take into account potential dissimilarities in unsteady flows.
Besides, recalling (1), a proper probe calibration gives access to the time-averaged wall shear rate without the need for electrochemical parameters such as D, C 0 , A and their associated errors, all regrouped in the constant k q . While the same objective is intended for the numerical calibration (21), d and D are at least needed for the indispensable calculation of Pe and Sr. For large Pe and low Sr however, errors when evaluating those parameters only slightly affect the Sh * values resulting from the direct or inverse problems considering their unimportant weight in the convection-diffusion and sensitivity equations; such flow conditions are thus recommended when performing the numerical calibration.
Results and discussion
While Fig. 8 already demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed procedure, advantages of using the inverse method are especially profitable when dealing with unsteady shear reversal or two-dimensional shear stress, as the combined Sobolík and quasi-steady solutions fail to procure valid results (Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel 2017). However, only the former case will here be considered, as the latter is not achievable in the current experimental setup.
Flow parameters for two cases involving shear reversal, which could be classified as low-and mid-frequency, are summarized in Table 1 . One should first note that while the actual frequencies f associated with the present flows are rather low, this is not the case for the Sr number considering the size of the probe used (equivalent diameter d ∼ 0.5 mm). Recalling (4), Sr ∼ 1 suggests that inertial effects are comparable to the diffusive ones in the y direction. Using a probe five times smaller, the associated frequency for the same Sr as case 1 would be ∼ 100 Hz. Inverse method's results for both cases are shown in Fig. 9 along with the analytical wall shear rate deduced from LDA measurements using the procedure of Sect. 2.2. While no reference values are available for α, reversal phases in those one-dimensional wall shear rate flows are characterized by S ana < 0. Results plotted in Fig. 9 for both cases show interesting resemblances with the analytical values. In particular, behaviors of both S and α are very well predicted in the lower frequency case of Fig. 9a . Steep variations of α inv accurately confine the shear reversal period compared to one predicted by the quasi-steady solution α q , which is considerably out of phase even in the low-frequency case 0; such an effect was also noted in the numerical results of Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017) . S obtained with the Sobolík method, not valid in reversing flows, also exhibits larger deviations from S ana . Although not shown in Fig. 9d , error associated with α q and S sob are more important at higher Sr. Main discrepancies regarding the inverse method results arise when the Sh * m curves cross each other. This first occurs in case 0 between segments 1 and 2 at τ 1.92 (Fig. 9b) , merely after the inception of shear reversal, and a little later involving segments 0-1, then 0-2. During this transition, the Sh * m are of the same order of magnitude which, combined with the lower segment sensitivities at those low convection phases (S ∼ 0), blurs the inverse process for a short period; this is then followed by an unstable recovery marked with sharp spikes on both S and α, result of the lack of convergence as observed with the Sh * m evolutions. After such discontinuities, a few time steps are often needed to stabilize and converge back on proper values for S -α, here well exposed with the Sh * 0 curve. The following Sh * m intersections, occurring after the shear reversal period, still alter the progression. Results shown in Fig. 9 were obtained after 2-3 periods of calcu- (21) is opted for. At convergence, Sh * m are shifted from the experimental values in a while the convergence is perfect in b, affecting the precision on both S and α. One should note that at higher Sr and larger amplitude on S (or α), discrepancies between M m and Sh * m are likely to be amplified, especially when using (20) . Are also present in top figures the analytical S from (19) along with the mean flow direction α q ; no reference value was available for α(τ).
lation after which no further convergence improvements are observed. As these episodes happen at the same phases periodically, the inverse process can never completely converge on the exact Sh * m evolutions and hence on the 'true' S -α. In the higher frequency case (Figs. 9d-e) , errors are more apparent in the shear reversal period, which could be explained by the lower sensitivities at higher Sr (LamarcheGagnon and Vétel 2017). Furthermore, one can observe that the Sh * 1 and Sh * 2 curves are flattened and merely superposed during the reversal phase, adding to the blurring effect. Despite those convergence issues, overall evolutions are well predicted and it is interesting to note that, from such complex and phase shifted signals as the I m (t) curves shown in Fig. 4 , one is able to retrieve a proper two-component instantaneous wall shear rate.
Figures 9c, f show results of the inverse process when α is not solved for and a constant direction is imposed, which here corresponds to the average direction in the forward flow Fig. 9 Results of the two-dimensional inverse method for a, b case 0 and d, e case 1. While S can take negative value in the process itself, only its magnitude is plotted; 180
• is here added to α when S < 0. A one-dimensional inverse algorithm was used to procure results shown in c, f for cases 0 and 1 respectively, where only the signed wall shear rate S is solved for while α is set to the average direction in the forward flow phase.
phase. This undoubtedly simplifies the inverse problem, the only unknown being the signed wall shear rate S . Results are very similar to those of Figs. 9a, d for S , without any significant improvement nor deterioration besides the enhanced convergence speed as less iterations are required in the inverse problem. However, one should notice that such a procedure is different than the one-dimensional inverse problem as performed by Mao and Hanratty (1991) for the circular probe, since the flow direction is not imposed. All three signals are still used in the inverse process, hence improving the shear reversal detection. Obviously, this is only consistent for one-dimensional wall shear rate flows. One should further note that although the S and α evolutions of cases 0 and 1 can be considered one-dimensional, results with the present two-dimensional inverse problem demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can deal with very steep variations of the variables like those observed for α(τ) in Figs. 9a, d . The fact that these sharp fluctuations occur when S ∼ 0, i.e. when the probe sensitivity is the lowest, might also explain the poorer convergence in the shear reversal period. Investigations in flows exhibiting a more complex α(τ) variation while featuring stronger convection effects should be per- Errors associated with S ana and S inv , illustrated with filled areas for case 0 (left) and case 1 (right). Errors on S ana is calculated using h±0.1 mm in (19) while that on S inv suppose a combined error of ±5 % on the parameter d 2 /D, which is founded in both Pe and Sr definitions. Note that results were filtered for visualization purposes.
formed to improve the method and complete the validation process.
Notes on discrepancies and measurement errors
Two main issues are essentially exposed in the results of Fig. 9 . Besides the lack of a proper convergence in the shear reversal period, one can also note that the maximal S value in both cases 0 and 1 is lower than the analytical one. While uncertainties associated with both ED and LDA methods along with those related to the analytical solution (19) might be enough explain those discrepancies (cf . Fig 10) , a few potential sources of error will be inspected in the following.
One important hypothesis of the inverse method is the imposition of a linear velocity profile in the convectiondiffusion equation. As observed in Fig. 11b , considerable differences are noticed between the analytical velocity profile and a linear one at certain time steps. Although these are observed far from the major concentration gradients, located at Y 1 in the steady-state diffusion layer, its thickness δ can grow much higher in reversal periods depending on the solicitation amplitude and frequency. Regarding case 1, the C = 0.99 contour line extracted from the numerical simulation can go up to Y = 4 above the probe (Fig. 12 ). In this highly convective region, Fig. 11 exposes larger discrepancies with the analytical solution; one could then expect the linear velocity profile to alter the 'true' diffusion layer and hence the probe's response. A quadratic velocity profile constructed with the normal derivative of the analytical wall shear rate equation (15),
is also shown in Fig. 11b , offering a fairly more accurate approximation of the analytical solution in the region Y < 10. Such a velocity profile has then been employed in the direct problem equation (4), where the velocity U is replaced by its second order Taylor development at the wall, namely
where, from (5), (18) and (22),
While ∂S /∂Y cannot be directly assessed from ED signals, it is interesting to note from (24) that it can be deduced from LDA measurements using the same K n as the one calculated in (15). Alternatively, if one had access to instantaneous wall pressure measurements, no-slip condition allows to rewrite (10) so as to obtain the same information, that is
although this has not been tested experimentally. Hence, using (24) as additional information on the velocity profile curvature, one could then investigate its benefits on the inverse method results, if any. Note that the only change is the added term in the direct problem, while the inverse problem and algorithm stay unaltered. A quadratic velocity profile, where the curvature is known and imposed at each time step, was thus used in the post-processing of both cases 0 and 1. It was found (Fig. 13) that although results so-obtained are closer to the analytical values, the amplitude of S only slightly increases and still does not match the analytical values, nor is the Sh * m convergence improved in the shear reversal period except from a somewhat smoother α evolution. Such interesting results, while unable to justify the aforementioned discrepancies, reinforce the validity of the ED fundaments and the method's application range; the linear velocity profile approximation in (4) thus remains adequate even when strong curvature characterizes the close-wall velocity profile.
As further verification, raw three-segment probe signals (see Fig. 4a ) were used in the inverse process instead of the phase-averaged one. Apart from additional noise in the results, similar evolutions as those observed in Fig. 9 were obtained. Latest potential cause arises from the actual I → M conversion as per (21). Considering that the ratio Sh/I can vary with Pe as observed in Fig. 6 , the linear form of (21) may actually be too elementary when both shear rate amplitude and frequency are large. Indeed, during phases when S (τ) > 1, the local convection gets two to three times stronger than the average S = 1 state (cf. Fig. 9 ). One might then seek a form based on an unsteady Pe number which would consider the local flow acceleration at any time τ. The form of (21) or the overall calibration process may thus need to be revisited for further improvements. Moreover, considering that migration effects are not completely suppressed and that the Nernst diffusion layer 3 approximation in unsteady flows is questionable, equations (6) and (8) used to evaluate Sh * might be to reconsider. Hence, the I → M conversion may be the main cause regarding the light attenuation of S (τ). Nonetheless, recalling the discussion of Sect. 2.3 and the excellent results when S > 0 (cf. Fig. 8 ), the proposed procedure definitely helps to reduce impacts of measurement errors.
On the other hand, convergence issues in the shear reversal period could also be explained by a lack of probe sensitivity due to the size of the interstices. Poorer convergence properties were indeed confirmed by numerical analysis when modeling the sensor with larger gaps (see also Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel 2017). Furthermore, in the numerical tests conducted by Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel (2017), the shear reversal was accurately predicted throughout the Table 2 Effect of the s value used in the nondimensionalization relation (5). When using the overestimated s q in the shear reversing cases 0-1, S obtained in the inverse process is down-shifted (S < 1). s ana , deduced from LDA measurements, can here be considered as the true value despite the 0.95 value obtained in case 0, which is attributed to inverse convergence issues and measurement errors discussed in Sect. 3.1. Actual values are s ana /s q 0.92 for both cases 0 and 1 as per probe calibration. cycle in a similar reversing flow. Additional efforts should thus be committed to reduce the gap size of real three-segment probes and improve the experimental technique. The inverse algorithm itself should also be further investigated.
One should lastly note that in flows exhibiting shear reversal like cases 0 and 1, the use of the quasi-steady solution (1) for s evaluation leads to erroneous values for Pe and Sr. As a result, condition S = 1 is not fulfilled after the inverse process, shifting S (τ) toward the value S = s/s q , where s is the true time-averaged wall shear rate (see Table 2 ). A complementary method is then preferred for the measure of s; otherwise, one could iteratively correct the average value after each period of the inverse process until S = 1 is obtained, considering a proper numerical calibration was performed. Then only, one can expect that the corrected s value is appropriate following a converged inverse process. As such a procedure was irrelevant in the present study, s values were directly taken from LDA measurements.
Concluding remarks
The two-component wall shear rate under a high-amplitude pulsed channel flow was assessed with mass transfer probes. When post-processing the signals using the two-dimensional inverse method (Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel 2017), the resulting wall shear magnitude and direction showed strong Fig. 13 Effect of using a quadratic velocity profile (colored curves) in (4) compared to the linear one (black curves, same data and line patterns as in Fig. 9a, case 1) .
concordance with the known instantaneous values, available from LDA measurements. As the solicitation frequency was increased, the inverse problem presented some convergence issues in part of the shear reversal phase, leading to small discrepancies with the analytical solution. Some potential causes were examined. It was shown that the use of a quadratic velocity profile in such flows exposing shear reversal did not bring substantial improvements in the results, reinforcing the idea that the linear U = S Y profile should be sufficient in most applications. Fabrication of a sensor with smaller gaps should improve its sensitivity to shear reversal and facilitate the inverse process. A nondimensionalization procedure was also proposed when treating experimental data with the inverse method. This approach allows one to bond the numerical model to the experimental one, both in terms of the sensor discretization and approximations in the model itself, which for instance cannot take into account potential side reactions that could occur during the experiments. Besides, when dealing with a high-amplitude wall shear rate fluctuation in a non-reversing flow, the inverse method using the proposed calibration procedure offered a precise wall shear rate magnitude evolution and accurate direction. The present work thus exposes the potential of ED probes to deal with complex three-dimensional unsteady flows when coupled with the proposed method. Experiments involving a time varying direction should be performed for further verifications and improvements of the two-dimensional inverse problem, even though the method was numerically validated for such a case (Lamarche-Gagnon and Vétel 2017).
